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***

Climate change and protection of biodiversity are sloganized propaganda expressions that
are  infiltrated  in  almost  every  conversation,  news  cast,  public  discussion.  They  must  be
omni-present  to  be  made  “true”.  

Hitler’s Propaganda Minister, Joseph Goebbels, said, “if a lie is repeated enough, it becomes
the truth.” And we truly lived this omen of lies for truth for many decades and very intensely
throughout the last 3 years.

The climate change and biodiversity loss lies are penetrating our brains, as is the diabolical
QR code – a key instrument for our enslavement through total control. Most people, still,
seem to be so blinded as to scanning with their smart phones almost any QR code they
come across – thereby giving away more and more of their most intimate personal details.

*

It is amazing that a majority of people of our beloved Mother Earth still haven’t noticed that
we are living in an ever-growing tyranny since the beginning of 2020. A dictatorship that has
been planned for many decades, if not longer. And it started around the globe, in all 193 UN
member countries (194 WHO members) at midnight of December 31, 2019.

The transition from 2019 to 2020 – the ringing-in of the New Year, was also the beginning of
UN Agenda 2030, earlier called Agenda 21 – WHO’s “Decade of Vaccination”, meaning also
a  decade  of  massive  population  reduction,  of  a  well-planned  and  orchestrated  mass
genocide; of the Great Reset, supposedly leading in 10 years to Klaus Schwab’s infamous
slogan – “You will own nothing but will be happy”.

The year 2020 is the beginning of a crime that has no name. Its gravity behooves an
expression way beyond “atrocity”. Mind you, it was prepared by a long hand.

Those who have not been touched by it, cannot imagine.
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Those  who  are  suffering  from  it,  many  of  them  cannot  speak  or  express  themselves
anymore.

And many who would like to speak out are censored, or otherwise silenced.

That’s the extent of the monstrosity descended on us – humanity.

*

The surviving population may be either chipped by the end of ten years (2030), or otherwise
transhumanized, mind manipulable – most likely through the massive introduction of 5G
ultra-shortwaves,  in combination with the vaxx-injected graphene oxide or other highly
magnetic and often deadly concoctions.

That’s the Plan. But, always remember – We, the People, can stop it.

The worldwide 5G network is also a key instrument to develop and advance Klaus Schwab’s

4th Industrial Revolution, the digitization of everything, including our brains, every record of
our most intimated details of our lives, and our money – all, especially the latter, is already
in process in most of Europe and to some extent also in the US.

Digitized money is devoid of cash. You will no longer be in control of your money. The plan is
to replace “cash” by Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC) which will be managed and
surveyed,  first  by  national  Central  Banks,  later  by  a  globalized  Central  Bank,  according  to
the One World Order – with regional subsidiaries.

In which case, our money can be turned on and off, or made to expire, or programmed for
purchasing special goods or services, as the Dark Cult feels fit, or as they believe you may
deserve it, according your “good” or “bad” behavior.

That’s the direction we are going, if We, the People, do not stop it NOW. There is no time to
lose.

For those who are not yet on the bandwagon of awakened people, these are not conspiracy
theories but a die-hard reality.

Becoming actively involved in steering the vessel into the direction of light and awareness is
urgent.

Call for Resistance

One of the purposes of this article or warning is a call to jump on the train of enlightenment
and grow in togetherness into a critical mass to resist this sledgehammer tyranny.

As these lines are written, “their” – the diabolical Clan’s – intent is to enslave and control us
all with a full digital identity containing all our medical and other most intimate data. The QR
code, already widely in use and activated, is a perfect vehicle for an all-inclusive digital ID.

A digital ID will allow the tyrants to trace your every step, as well as your environmental
footprint. If your “e-footprint” is considered too large, you may be warned, and eventually
punished –  your  digital  bank account  may be turned off,  or  reduced or  blocked.  Whatever
the “authorities” choose to do to make you submissive.
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WHO is also preparing, in a non-transparent onslaught of World Health Assembly Meetings,
a so-called Pandemic Treaty – which, if approved, will take control worldwide of all matters
concerning “health” – over and above sovereign nations’ Constitutions. We may be force-
vaxxed, if WHO so decides – and country governments would have no choice, but going
along.

Mind  you,  the  financial  powers  behind  WHO  are  foremost  the  pharma-industry  and  Gates
Foundation. WHO, a so-called UN agency, is the epitome of corruption.

The WHO member-governments’ choice is NOW – during the World Health Assembly high-
pressure meetings. They could and should, humanely they MUST say NO, to this deadly
treaty, of which one of the goals is massive population reduction – from what we have seen
in the past three years – WHO is poised to commit a crime and crimes of proportions that
have no name.

*

And there is the ever agenda of climate change and biodiversity .

The climate change hoax and depopulation agenda has a long history. It started with the
Club of Rome which was created in 1968, basically as a Rockefeller idea, by this trio Aurelio
Peccei, Alexander King, and David Rockefeller.

In 1972 – 50 years ago – The Club of Rome published the book, Limits to Growth. The book
warned that the Earth’s resources would not be able to support the exponential rates of
economic and population growth and would collapse before the end of this century.

Having said this, the last century has come and gone – and the world has not collapsed.
Nevertheless, the same people and their successors keep saying today, in 2022, that the
message of this book still holds. They pretend that the earth’s interlocking resources – the
global system of nature in which we all live – probably cannot support present rates of
economic and population growth much beyond the year  2100,  if  that  long,  even with
advanced technology.

Hardly anybody who lives today will be alive in 2100 to testify whether they are right or
wrong. But as past records indicate – they will be dead wrong… and We, the People, have to
be aware of  the built-in lie,  of  whatever comes out of  the Club or  Rome climate and
depopulation predictions. Mind you and be aware, such forecasts serve the elite of the rich
and powerful.

Such  statements  are  clearly  setting  the  stage  for  justifying  a  massive  depopulation
genocide, the beginning of which we are experiencing since the start of the Decade 2020.
Depopulation and massive deindustrialization were the motives for a false pandemic, into
which the world has been plunged.

The result is a wave of massive bankruptcies, unemployment misery and death – as well as
death  from an  intense  campaign  of  coercive  “vaccination”;  not  from covid,  but  from
injections that have nothing to do with disease prevention. This, in the meantime, is even
admitted by the perpetrators,  including the pharma industry which extracted,  or  stole,
billions and billions of dollars from public treasuries for vaxxes that kill.

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALiCzsZW2rQPnmg3UdzmatSgsb4ziGBzZQ:1671921934082&q=Aurelio+Peccei&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwoMyhQAjNNy9MLKrRUs5Ot9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4Vmn5pXkpqUWLWPkcS4tSczLzFQJSk5NTM3ewMu5iZ-JgBAC3e0JWWAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiej-THqpP8AhVCi_0HHXz9AmcQmxMoAXoECGkQAw
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALiCzsZW2rQPnmg3UdzmatSgsb4ziGBzZQ:1671921934082&q=Aurelio+Peccei&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwoMyhQAjNNy9MLKrRUs5Ot9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4Vmn5pXkpqUWLWPkcS4tSczLzFQJSk5NTM3ewMu5iZ-JgBAC3e0JWWAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiej-THqpP8AhVCi_0HHXz9AmcQmxMoAXoECGkQAw
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALiCzsZW2rQPnmg3UdzmatSgsb4ziGBzZQ:1671921934082&q=Alexander+King+(scientist)&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwoMyhQAjOT05ItyrVUs5Ot9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4Vmn5pXkpqUWLWKUcc1IrEkFsBe_MvHQFjeLkzNS8ksziEs0drIy72Jk4GAFGddcEZAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiej-THqpP8AhVCi_0HHXz9AmcQmxMoAnoECGkQBA
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALiCzsZW2rQPnmg3UdzmatSgsb4ziGBzZQ:1671921934082&q=David+Rockefeller&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwoMyhQAjONDTIyLLRUs5Ot9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4Vmn5pXkpqUWLWAVdEssyUxSC8pOzU9NSc3JSi3awMu5iZ-JgBADu2jJzWwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiej-THqpP8AhVCi_0HHXz9AmcQmxMoA3oECGkQBQ
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Amazingly, so far, they have gotten away with it. An extensive world-wide criminal trial à la
Nuremberg 2.0 is overdue.

Starting  with  the  1992  United  Nations  Conference  on  Environment  and  Development
(UNCED), also known as the ‘Earth Summit‘,  held in Rio  de Janeiro, Brazil,  the Climate
Change hoax began actively to be propagated, and that repeated almost on an annual basis
by the so-called Conferences of Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, or simply called COP.

Image: Venue of COP27 in Sharm El Sheikh. (Licensed under CC BY 2.0)

In November 2022, COP27 took place in Sham El-Sheik, Egypt, with similar results of all the
previous ones, zero concrete or binding agreements. Some 35,000 participants flew in from
around the globe, many heads of Government or other high-level political, business, or other
oligarchy pundits. Hundreds, if  not thousands in their fuel-guzzling private jets, for two
weeks of wining and dining, leaving behind an environmental footprint, worse than what
most medium-sized countries could produce in a year.

Mind you, these monster meetings are for environmental protection. They are to tell the
world that our excess energy consumption will lead us soon into Armageddon – unless, we
the common people will drastically reduce our standard of living.

Be  sure,  these  life  and  comfort  limitations,  never  concern  the  oligarchs  and  elite
industrialists – and always excluded and never to be mentioned is the military, by far the
largest single user of hydrocarbons and producer of CO2, so that the war machine can and
must roll on, undisturbed.

Again, this points to massive depopulation, to an eugenist agenda, and to a gigantic transfer
of resources from the bottom and the middle to the top.

Since more and more people are waking up, as they are smelling the lies, deceptions and
cheats behind it all, drastic measures were decided behind closed doors at COP27, to be
imposed upon the world as surprises, to make sure there is no escaping.

Climate Change Lockdowns is one of them. Can you imagine? – This follows the Plandemic

https://www.globalresearch.ca/cop27-understanding-climate-change-un-hidden-agenda-behind-catastrophic-global-warming/5802882/cop27-2
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precedent of 2020, when people were intimidated and locked down with fear, so they would
obey – for their own good, of course – all the subsequent orders and mandates, notably
being vaxxed with deadly poison injection – trials of DNI-modifying mRNA-jabs, with massive
side effects,  many of  them fatal.  The death count will  increase,  as time goes by.  See also
several statements to this effect by Michael Yeadon, former VP and Chief Science at Pfizer.

See this, this and this (or watch below).

The climate lockdowns have already started. In the UK, residents of Oxfordshire may soon
need a special permit to go from one “zone” of the city to another. Under this “15-minute
city” agenda, to travel to another district, requires a special permit. But the permit allows to
go from one zone to another only for 100 days a year. If this plan goes through – and We,
the People, can stop it – the districts main roads will be equipped with myriads of electronic
gates, registering car license plates or other compulsory electronic devises installed on
vehicles.

In the same vein, France, literally with the “permission” of Brussels EU dictatorship, has
decided  to  completely  ban  certain  short-haul  flights  in  an  attempt  to  reduce  carbon
emissions.  Such  restrictions  may  soon  come  to  other  countries.

We, the common people should take the train rather than the plane – giving a blind eye to
all the execs jetting with their private jets from meeting to meeting around the globe. – It is
amazing that the French people haven’t stood up yet to protest, for example, to boycott
French airlines altogether.

An outright horror scenario is brewing.

But it  mustn’t  happen, because We, the People can stop it.  If  in masses we stand up
confronting the power, we are more powerful than the dictatorial authorities.

Biodiversity – a parallel and back-up measure of repression

The next step is preventing the human destruction of biodiversity by “excess” emissions of
CO2. “The Greens”, who have become the neo-fascists, attempt to make us believe that we
are producing so much CO2 that not only changes the climate, but much worse, we are
destroying Mother Earth’s biodiversity. We are responsible for the death of millions and
millions of plants, insect and animal species.

But nobody tells you that in the same space of time, millions and millions of new species,
plants, insects and animals emerge. It’s a constant cycle. Also called the cycle of life. It
never stops.  It  has nothing to do with CO2 – and less so with man-made CO2, which
amounts to less than 0.05% of all CO2 generated, mostly by the planet’s oceans and rain
forests. Be aware – CO2 is essential for life. Without it, life could not exist.

Our planet Earth is part of the Cycle of Life. Climate is influenced almost exclusively by sun
activities. When they stop or slow down, the climate cools down. Most references to this
effect were readily available on internet, but in the recent wave of censuring the truth, they
have been “fact-checked” away.

The goal is “zero-sum CO2 emissions”. Whatever that means, it is totally senseless. But,
again, 24×7 propaganda has people bend over, feel guilty, scared – and ready to obey any

https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-confidential-pfizer-document-confirms-death-by-jab/5763860?utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles
https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-ex-pfizer-chief-scientist-dr-michael-yeadon-mass-murder-vaccine-passports-top-up-vaccines/5765708
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WSyIVx5sR6zO/
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oppressive mandates in order to save the planet.

What the Green fascist agenda is actually promoting is exactly the contrary of what they
say. Since CO2 is a vital chemical compound for life on earth, eliminating it, is eliminating
biodiversity.

*

Time is running fast.

We, the People, have to act fast, in unison, in a critical mass, to stop this ever-stronger
emerging tyranny.

We can do it, by starting small again, at the commune level, expanding progressively into
groups of communes, trading with each other – and, thus growing slowly, but healthily and
freely.

*
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